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INTRODUCTION

It was a iate decision. We had planned to spend two weeks sailing the south

coast, when, with just three weeks notice, we were offered an exchange for

our Canary Island timeshare - two weeks in bonny Scotland, the last two

weeks of May. We hadn't decided whether to take the boat or not. This was,

afterall, only the beginiirg of our second season and Scotland seemed a

tit advenAturous,

It was on the Falmouth rally, over May bank holiday weekend, when Jim and

Christine Trott clinched it by offering to lend us their chart and pilot

to the West Coast of Scotland. Even then we hadn't really planned anything,

but sure enough withlin a week the postman had delivered the package and that

was that.

Two weeks later we arrived at our first week's accommodation in The Great

Glen Water Park on the banks of l.och Oich, part of the Caledonian Canal.

It was freezingl Spring definitely hadn't arrived in the Great Glen and the

north east wind prevailed throughout our holiday.

Undaunted, we launched Moonshine and tted her up to the park's pontoon. The

wind increased. Two hours later we were about to go out for a drive when we

spotted Moonshine, adrift, careering violently about. We ran over just in

time to prevent any major damage. The painter, chafed against the front bow

plate by the waves had worn right through. We recovered the boat.

Later that day we drove West, 65 miles, to the famous golden sands of

Morar, clouds breaking up as we neared the coast. This was more like it,

blue sea, black rocks, clean sand and islands as far as the eye could see.

Cleani water, golden sands and blue skies at Morar.



Ihe next day we made another attempt at Bailing in the Caledonian Canal. It

lasted 1; hours, until, frozen by a hard beat against wind straight from

Siberia we gave up and malde the run back to the pontoon in about ten minutes

flatl It did provide us with our first (and only) view of Highland cattle,

Aahhv

Wga v up tri_ t sai th caa an reore to monti bie



We founld Liiis excellent floati tg cafe along the way having taken a "2Colin

route" through thick brambles. The path coriot'nues through the woods to the

right of the tow path providing a rather bumpy ridel

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

Barnaby anid 1 to the tar righit, huddled round a hot cup of tea!

The South Western) end of the Caledoniani Canal, Loch Lochy, viewed from the
eunm~it of Beni Nevis whichi we climbed later that week.

Feeling we'd `done` the Caledoniian Canal we headed West later that week for
some coastal sailing and at last our real cruising holiday began...
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Wed 8t a pin to Oban (and acka

Tide Times: HW 1138 Forecast: Warnings: None

LW 1750 Wind: N-NE, 3-5

Sea: Slight

Launch nite: Linnhe Marine, Lettershuna, all states of tide Tel: 0631 73227

A FULL DAY'S CRUISE: from a sheltered cove, to Oban, assing islands and

castles, our first seal sightinq and encounter with the Isle of Mull Ferry

It was a long drive from Spean Bridge to Appin, a good It bourn. We arrived

about 11am at the farm which serves as a friendly "recept ion' for Linnhe

Marine, complete with an affectionate three legged black labrador 
dog.



AS the "Marina" was officialiy closed that day we were allowed to launch

tree of chargel We set off about 11.30am heading out of the cove and into a

run, South West past Shuna Island, into the Lynn of Lorn, passing the

islanuds of Lirriore on the right and inside islands Ellean Dubh, Xilcheran,

Creag and Pladda and Stalker Castle on the left.

it. was a cold and cloudy day, the fresh wind adding to the chill. The sight

of snow oni the surrounding hills tended to add to the 
impreEssion that winter

was reluctant to lose its hold and we shouldn't be sailing yet.

_ ; a -77777lWjL



We kept a look out for seals which we knew inhitAbited the local waters.

Suddenly Colin leapt for the container (purchasetd from Ralph at the winter

weekend, yes, you know thle ones), which holds his camera. I sensed his

excitemlent, but at what? All became clear, he had spotted a herd of basking

grey rocks and was keen to photograph thermt

'we continued on our way, not noticinig the wind as we continued to run

tyhrough the is1ands towards Oban.

Sooin a couple of hours had passed and Maiden Island camne into view, the red

anld white pale mnarkinig the chiannel inito oban between the two islands just

became Visibe

tag~ _ .r
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As we apporached Oban the wind changed to North 
Westerly blowing down the

Sound of Mull straight into Oban, and dropped in strength. We decided to

raise our spinnaker and blaze into Oban in full gloryl We prepared

ourselves hesitantly. This was, afterall, the first time we would raise the

spinnaker since learning how at the Norfolk Improver course 9 months 
earlier!

We prepared ourselves, Colin crewing, me on the helm. "Say when" said

Colin, holding Spinnaker aloft. I prepared to up-haul when glancing forward

I spotted the Ferry. More specifically, I spotted the wake, a good four

feet, ploughing inexorably towards us. "Hold on" I shouted, as Moonshine

careened about before gradually settling down.

We tried again and, in the light winds, the spinnaker gradually filled and

flew. It wasn't set quite right, somethinq to do with the uphaul being set

wrongly, but she was up! Majestically we sailed into Oban, to beach on the

left hand side, under the church, surprised no crowd had gathered impressed

by our sailsmanshipl

A,

Then it was off for quick toasted sandwich and drambuie in the Queens

Hotel where the patron asked of Barnaby "Is he tame?"t We had to set off

again fairly quickly as the tide was dropping. As it was we scraped the

hull slightly getting Moonshine afloat again. 
As if on cue the "Isle of

Mull" Ferry returned to have a second attemnpt at us!

We kept out of its way as we adopted a close reach all the way from Oban,

past the light house on Ellean Muadile at south Lismore, to continue North

West almost into the Sound of Mull to achieve a long beat, 
close hauledl, up

the north aide of Lismor7e. It was near the Lighthouse where we really di.d

catch a glimpse of our first seal, black nose barely above the water.

Alarmed by a squeal from me it dove under, arching its broad grey back

before sliding gracefully out of sight.

Somethiing I wished was out of sight was that damned lighthousne. The windl

had returned North East andl our first tack tailed to) clear Bernera Island.

We had to puit in another tack and another, each one creepiLng further away

from the lighthouse, only to return barely higher than we had been before.



View of Liemore from Ben Nevis, Benera 
Island to the right of Lismore

Five hours hard beating later we were getting 
tired, wet and very cold. I

had been helming for the last three hours. 
The wind and waves had picked up

quite a bit and with full main and genoa we were both sitting well 
over the

side to keep almost upright. "I'm putting on the outboard" said Colin 
and

promptly launched himself across the boat 
to commence this procens. I

suppose he expected me to balance his weight. He was mistaken. We nearly

capsized.

After some discussion, we turned into wind, 
a simple hove to, bobbing about

on the waves. Colin fixed the outboard in position. 
"Okay, start sailing'

he said, reaching for the starter cord.

"There is" I said "Categorically. No Way. That I am eailing close hauled,

with full sails, in this wind with the outboard running" 
I had visions of

us, capsized, trying to right the boat with the propeller 
running inches

from my face.

I believe that there comes a point in a married man's life when he learns 
to

recognise and distinguish between, those moments when he may, with

impunity, argue with his wife and those 
occasions when he may not. Colin

opened his mouth, closed it again and dropped the main.

By silent agreement Colin took the helm 
while I sat on the thwart trying to

shelter Barnaby from the freezing spray 
breaking over the bow, by holding a

corner of the mainsail over him on my lap. 
He gradually stopped shivering.



We motored back, from just before Eilean Loch Ogcair, until the fuel ran out

an hour or so later just 200 yards from the Slip at Lettershuna. We paddlod

the last few yards under volcanic skies filled with pink and white clouds.

The sea in the cove was mirror calm with no wind. We beached at 9.30pm and

recovered in 3/4 hour leaving just before it was fully dark, to stop for

fish and chips in Fort William on the way back.

okay, we admit we didn't drag Moonshine up Ben Nevis. Barnaby gets excited

in the snowi

Highest Dog in the UlK juist, to prove we did it!
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Friday 20th May ARISAIG

Tide times 0855 Low Forecast: Warnings: None

1415 High Wind: NE 2-4 locally 5 in S

2050 Low Sea: slight to Smooth

Launch site: Arisaig Harbour between gam and 6pm, 4 hours either side HW.

A CRUISE OF CONTRASTS: through a rocky channel with views of Ske Rhum

Eigg,to an isolated beach under clear blue skies, and a hard beat back

ag nst_gusting winds.

The Pilot described Arisaig as "One of the mout intimidating entrances 
of

any anchorage on the West Coast". Undaunted, and inspired by the views we

had seen earlier we decided to give it a go.

The harbour looks wide but rocks narrow the channel.

We arrived at Arisaig about 10 am and launched about an hour later, roughly

the same time as the island tour ferry, much to the interest of ferry

passengers. The harbour has a narrow concrete slip with toilets (i), a

Hotel and a wonderful rickety old shack of a gift shop selling pot-pourri (_

bought 9 for friends) and expensive hand made pottery (which I admired but

didn't buy).

We set out with Colin helming, more or less on a run, gybing to keep within

the channel and closely scrutinising the chart. It was very rocky, being

two hours after low water. To complicate matters, one of the channels

markers shown on the chart was missingl We eventually spotted the remaining

base on a rock peeping about the water and realised we were about to leave

the channetl



Colin studies the chart. Where's that marker?

Ohl There it is. Eigg and Rhum in the distanlce,



It was bright and sunny, with blue skies and views were spectacular 
with the

mountainous, jagged and snow capped Skye to the north and the islands 
Rhum,

Eigg and Muck ahead.

The Isle of Skye Centre and the two distinctive hills mentioned later (I)

Leaving the Loch we turned south passing the group of 
rocksi `Meall an Odhar'

to make our way into the Sound of Arisaig as the wind dropped and the sun

seemed stronger. We thought we could make out a beach on the pensinsuIlar

and decided to head there.



In the light winds we gradually floated into the pebbled beach 
and picnicked

there in the sun. The beach comprised a wonderful array of pebbles, some

with stripes, some muti-coloured and some sparking in the sun with some

metal or crystal. Above the beach were cowslips, violets and pink Lousewort

amongst the grass and ferns.

After a delicious hour of relaxation (and virtually no wind) we decided we

had better start making ouir way back and 1 took the helm. Under hot blue

skies and wispy clouds framed by volcanic cliffs it reminded tis of

Lanzerote.



I decided to take off my waterproofs it was sO hot. Gi.ngerly we edged past

the rocks at the entrance to the channel mouthi and suddenly, incredibly, th-

wind changed, increasing in minutes to a good north easterly force S (or a

Babs Budd fouri), blowing straight out of the c.hannel! No time to replace

my waterproofs, I now had a hard beat back with the added problem of staying

in the channel.

«h non (ito I flri >it ~ M curIi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7 floiriBJ Cjonl v

T m inc reased in gusts drid I struggled to keep close hauled, having to

constantly play the maini sheet to balance heoading as high as possible and

not capsize. -suggested reef-ing down bu- t Coln felt that wou ld be more

dangerous, hove to we could easily drift onto the rocks with no power to

avoid them.

The noise and waves grew and spray stung our faces. 1 was really anxious.

While concentrated on saiing. Colin kept track if our progress in the

channel and looked out for te channel, markers, shouting at me to go about

when we neared submerged rocks!

The wind veered about, never constant. Suddenly a particularly strong gust

nearly had us over. Water began to pour ini over the gunwales. I let the

main sheet race through my hrnd, Moonshine swung upright. a had lost my

bearings.

'Where should I be headingn i yelled at Colin, trying to be heard over the

wind. Desparately, he scanned the horizon. Suddenly inspiration dawned.

Pointing to two distinctively rounded hills he shouted 'Head for those TWO

BREASTSil` Somehow it didn't seem so bad after thatI

We continued the hard beat for an hour on so gradually creeping nearer to

the harbour, tacking between noored yachts. We intended to beat right into

the slip and turn up into wind as we got thsere. Colin climbed onto the deck

ready to jump off and catch theg boat.



Just as we neared the harbour I spotted rocks just under the surface 
ahead,

forcing me to turn into wind sooner than I liked with Colin shouting

questions as to what I was doing.

The sails were flapping noisily as I scrabbled for the paddle 
to pass it up

to Colin on the deck. I then went to the back and, with my chin on the back

locker, the main roaring above me, attempted to take the 
rudder off.

Colin was shouting something. I lifted my head to listen and received three

or four violent cracks about the head from the boom! 
I was tired and it

really hurt. Tears came easily as I scrambled back into the centre 
of the

boat to hear what Colin was shouting.

At last I made it out "DROP THE MAINI" Glancing forward I could see why.

The force of the wind was drifting us backwards faster 
than Colin could

paddle.

I grabbed the boom, released the kicking strap and cunningham 
and untied the

main halliard. I managed to detach the boom and tried to pull the main

down. It wouldn't budge. The halliard, still neatly looped and tied in a

big knot had jammed at the mast foot!

At this point, Barnaby decided he'd had enough and climbed up onto the 
deck

to join Colinl Taking the weight of the boom on my shoulder I desparately

struggled to undo the knot. At last the main came down, genoa following

easily.

Suddenly, there was silence.

The wind was still blowing but without the sail noise we 
could hear each

otherl By now we had drifted 200 yards or so backwards and Colin 
decided to

put the outboard on. I sat in the middle of the boat feeling dejected.

Somehow, I always feel we've failed in some way if we 
have to motor. This

time it was my turn to climb onto the deck and jump onto 
the slip. As I

stood forlornly holding the boat while Colin collected 
the trailer, I

realised how tired I was. It had really been a cruise of contrasts.

Barnaby came skittering back followed by Colin and trailer. 
Colin asked me

what was wrong and I described how I'd been soundly whacked 
about the head,

suddenly we were both laughing about it and it didn't matter 
any more. I

began to feel a sense of achievement for having got us 
back in one piecel
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Sunday 22nd Kay Ardfern and Jura

Tide Times: LW 0930 Forecast: ENE 3-5

HW 1540 Warnings: None

Sea: Slight

Visibility: Good

Launch site: Ardfern Yacht Centre, £7.50 each way, shower and toilets,

A Cruise to a Whisky isle combattin a tidal race and Geese and another

chance to practice the spinnaker!

Ardfern Yacht Centre

We arrived at Ardfern about lOam, now otaying on loch Awe further south for

our second week's holiday. We set off on a run down Loch Craignish with a

gentle breeze filling the spinnaker (most of the timel). It was a tranquil

beginning to the sail with an interesting horizon 
of craggy cliffs belonging

to Jura and Scarpa and the loch punctuated by tiny 
islets.

With the forecast East North East (yet again) we decided not to head too far

south in order to avoid a long beat back at the end of the day so this meant

heading West or North West on clearing the loch.

We decided on Jura, since Colin had settled on a bottle of Isle of Jura

single 10 year old malt when we were choosing whisky 
a few days before.

(The bottle was a present for my father but we'd had to open it to encourage

a sheep tic out of Barbaby's neckl Honestly it works)



We turned, passing close to the Southernmost tip 
of Reisa-an-t-Sruth with

its squat little lighthouse and continued out into the Sound of Jura. 
We

were about half way across when we noticed the 
race.

Three tides meeting, bubbling and swirling, twisting 
Moonshine askew as

Colin tightened his grip on the tiller, as thie overall flow bore us North.

Colin beared away and we just managed to steer a course missingq the end of

the island. The race had been marked on the chart as "slight". We decided

we dotfinately wished to avoid any severe ones!

We crept out of the race and into calmer waters tuirning onto a run soujth as

we neared the cliffs of Jura, the wind almost round to the mainsail, very

close to gybing. I kept one hand on the boom as Colin edged his way down

the cliff side.

Our speed was a good 6 knots, but the conflicting tide reduced our progress

tono more thani 1 or 2kos lieaycrpngforward, watched by bemusoed

1 spotted what 1 thought was a bottle bobbing about in the water. A mesIaIe

perhaps? Then it dived, it was another seal.

We inched our way, Colin holding a steady course against the twisting

effects of the race which was still noticeable. 1 could almnost reach out

and touch the cliffs. 'Why don't we gybe?" I asked. "Because I can make it

on this course" said Coin matter of factly. i craned my neck to

concentrate on the wind indicator at the top of the mast, swinging virtuallv

in line with the main. "Boys will be boys" e thought, and kept my hand on

the boom, ready to duck,



We just made it with out a gybe, coming round on a reach into the tiny 
bay

at Kinuachdrachd into much calmer conditions with less wind and flat

water. I stood on the deck to watch for rocks under the water as we slowly

made our way in to beach and picnic amongst a May parade of yellow

primroses, bluebells, marsh marigolds and irises (not yet in flower).

_~~ P

I took Barnaby off for a walk, rabbits scattering. I first heard, then

spotted the Geese, avoiding them to walk to thep headland and look back over

our route, hardly another boat in sight, the feeling peaceful and tranquil.

The Sound of Jura towards Crinan.



Looking back from Jura, Reisa-an-t-Sruth (left) and Garbh Reisa

(right).

We waited an hour or so until the worst of the race was over. The wind was

lesst strong and more northerly so we crossed on a reach, turned into the

loch on a close reach as l took the helm.

Colin put: out his new toy, his mackerel line, and 1 sighed with relief. At

last he had something to play with and for a while woul d not be constantly

`trying things out" fiddling with the down haul, out-haul, kicking strap,

cunnirqham, reefing elastic etc etc which he feels is necessary at all times

to ensure optimum boat performance.

The mackerel line streamed out behind us, some 3 inches below the surface.

Colic decided the weight was inadequate. I offered him the use of our 151b

anchor but he contentedly continued to play the line, jerking it back and

forth to simulate the movements of a shoal of small fish.

(He later decided the feathers were the "wrong colour" to catch mackerel).

Suddenly two black balls appeared ahead of us in the water. Another pair of

curious seals, watching us and then sinking beneath the water.

Half an hour later, the wind died. We broke out the oars, Colin rowing.

The wind picked up for a while from the south west then died again. Colin

rowed the last half mile or so with an occasional half hearted effort to

help by the wind, swinging back north as we neared the yacht centre

entrance. I sailed straight in to the slip way past. impressive yachts,

between the pontoons. CloSe hauled, with full sails, we progessed about an

inch a second. A peaceful end to a relaxing day.



Monda y23rd May elfort and Balvicar

Tide Times 1100 Low (MeIfort) Forecast: Wind: NE, 3-5

1730 High Warnings: None

Launch site: Melfort Village slip, Fee £14.50, all states of tide.

A PEACEFUL SCENIC CRUISE: from a green wooded valley into more cla.sically

scottish scenery with islands and layful seals iyht

winds.

Melfort nestles in a green and tranquil wooded valley, bluebelln bobbing

amongst the ferns and foxgloves beginning 
to show their- budsn. The village

itself is now a timeshare complex with a restaurent 
open to the public

(during its opening hoursl).

The slip is newly built leading to a tiny sheltered harbour complete with

wooden pontoon. We launched using the car, the last few yards of the

concrete slip covered in slippery weed, The- water in the harbour was full

of jelly fish pumping themselves along.

We set off, me helming, with virtually no wind and what thiere was sghifted

everywhiere. I played the wind for half an hiour or more making some progres

uintil it. settled generally in a Westerley s ometimes North West, sometimes

South west, but generally requiring a beat down the loch.

The surrounding hills looked moQre fell like than mountainous, the woodlland

taking on a mossy appearance from the distance.



We gradually progressed down the loch passing 
a little island looking ahead

to Scarpa, high and craggy in the distance. Slightly nearer, Shunda, Luing

and Torsa, lower and green remained indistinguishable from 
each other.

We continued a gentle beat, the wind force 1 maybe 2 at times, a Pleasant

breeze in hazy sunshine. Eventually we were able to make out the islanid of

Filean Gamhna reaching out from the general landscape and shortly afterwartds

identified Scout Eilean, the two) small islands north of Shuna.

Colhn had identified a pub up river from Balvicar 
and reckoned this would be

navigable with the rising tide. We turned northi as the wind veered north

Went1 so we adopted a close reach past Torna.



Now the wind turned South West putting us on a broad reach. Suddenly we

spotted two seals, swimming close together keeping watchful eyes on us.

Minutes later a grey body carved an arch through the water, a flipper raiged

like a fin. For a few seconds I had thought it was a dolphin, but reasoned

i.t was probably a seal on its side.

Looking North Towards Balvicar 1ust visible on the right.

Wake mne up if anythintig happe~)"I



It a a dogs ifle

Colin took the helm and I took a nap, stretched out on the bench, ColAn

sitting on the "wrong'" aidep of the boat. to bhalance my weight. 1 dozed of to

the pound of lapping water and little else. Hialt an hiour or so later theo

silence woke me. We were becalmed.

It was now nearly 3pm. dashi N colins hopesq ot making it up the narrow

channel to the Inn at Clachun aWe miht make it up with the tide and

down again after high tidle but would mepan fighting the st~ronges"t outgoing

tide back up Loch Melfort with little or no wind.

We turned around and drifted back to Balvicer to beach just inside the

harbour. I set off through the village directed by a frienidly local to the

village store noting, for future reference, the Bed and Breakfast sign near

the harbour. This would be a good place to stop overnight.

I trotted back ten minuites Later with a magnum ice cream for (Zolin wrapped

in several layers of newspaper. It was still reasonably solid by the time I

reached him at the boat.

i took the helm. The winds were very light and we tried every trick we knew

to get progress, paddling from light guat to gust. Generally we were on a

close reach all the way down Seil Sound.



Looking back to Balvicar harbour, village to the left.

Seil Sound, with Scarpa in the distance, right of centre.

SuddenIly, I had the feeling we were being watched, Looking back I saw two

black eyes solemnily regarding,~ us before sinking beneathl the water again,

The sealn were back.



We turned into Loch Melfort on a broad reach which developed into a rurn It:

was very still. Far to our left a yacht motored towards Melfort. Two

black footballs appeared ahead between us and the yacht. We gybed and

quietly made our way over as they disappeared. There was nio sound over the

chugging of the yacht now moving ahead of us.

"You're being watched" said Colin, quietly focussing the camera. A few

yards behind us both seals had surfaced and were watching us. They seemed

curious about this small, silent vessel that didn't have an engine.

As we sailed further away we came about and retuirned to where the seals had

been only to have them appear astern again and again. It speemed like a

gam e. Eventually we left them to their courting and carrei on to Melfort,

The winid had almost disappeared. We. raised the spinnfaker and somehiow

managed to keep it filled, creeping up thie loch withi the warm suni on our

backs. we inched our way back landing at 6,45pm just before the outgoing

tide reached its full strength, although unlike Ardfern there was no

evidence of a really strong ti-de. we recovered, paid our £14.50 dues and

headed for our temporary home.
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leilesday 25th May Loch Awe

Tide Times: n/a Forecast: Wind NE light 2

Launch site: Portronachan Hotel

A cruise in a land locked Loch steeped in histor.

For the second week of our holiday we etayed at Portronachan Hotel and

Country Club on the edge of Loch Awe.

Portnonachan hotel and Country Club from the opposite hank.

This is the heart of fisghing country and the southerni banks are littered

with run down or derelict caravans - the home of coarse fishermern in `the

Seasont . They can be found spread along the banks and buzzinq about the

loch on small boats, lines streaming out behind them.

Loch Awe is about 30 miles long. Local folklore has it that in the 1700's a

lieutenant in His Majesty's Navy was assigned to survey Loch Awe for it's

usefulnreess as a strategic base. Incredibly he took three years in hia tark

returning proudly to present the results and was dismissed for his trouble.

Loch Awe is completely land locked!l

The north bank of the Loch is marked with several interesting walkways,

leadinq to waterfalls, areas of special interest and viewpoints across the

water. The Loch, framed by mountains, is populated by small islands with

wooded banks offering incredible variation in srhades of green.
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The South end of the Loch, overlooking Otter Point
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The day of our cruise dawned cloudy, the forecast (inevitablyl) North

Easterly winds (straight down the Loch), light force 2. We launched at

Portsonachan's half re-built slip ripping the mud guard of the trailer on

its very uneven surface, to colin's disgust.

Looking North towards the head of the Loch.

Eventually, we set off on a iteady beat towards the head of the Loch with

little waves and no spray. Along the way we passed several Crannogs -

small mounds of stonies forming little isletq, Apparently thpese are bronze

age in origin and would house a family or small tribe and teLr ani .m.a

presumably, offering some protection from attack by neighbours.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ffi n



We sailed on past islands, once catch ing the, centre-hoard on the bottom

(ordnance survey map showed deep waterl) the majestic mountains of

Cruachan and Ben More in the distance. Earlier in the week we had seen a

buzzard in the woods but there were none today.

We sailed to Lochawe village, gaining an excellent view of Kilchurnl

Castle at the head of the Loch.

`Of course I'm ready about-"I



We tied up to the pontoon at the large Hotel in the village and made our way

over the bridge across the siingle track railway (a reminder of the Victor-ian

great age of steam). We bought groceries in the village store and a drink

and chips in the local pub, named "The Tight Line" in reference to the

popularity of angling on the Loch.

As we returned to the boat a train came in to the tiny station, just two

carriages. At the station a plaque commemorates a historic battle between

Robert the Bruce and the Comyn family clan on the slopes 
of neighbouring

Cruachen.

Cruachan. - snow still evident in pockets,

We re-lauinched and continiued uip to Kilchurni c.astle, magnificent in ruin

with snow capped mountains as a backdrop, before turningf to run back,

spinnaker up, taking turns at the helm. The wind was fickle pi.cking uzp as

we neared home base to quite fresh. We dropped the. spinnraker and played

around practising picking up a mooring etc before recovering.

That evening we dined in the restaurant overlooking the Loch, a special

"taste of Scotland" evening complete with ballads. We tucked in to haggis,

tatties and neeps (swede not turnips), ecottioh beef and vegetables

and raspberry Chranacan, polishied off by the inevitable `dram" of whisky,



Th _da 2 O ban and Mull

Tide Times: HT 0708 (Obar,) Forecast: NE 3--S reducing 2-4

LW 1334 Warnings: None

HW 1931 Sea State: Slight

Visibility: Good

Launch Site: Oban, near to Manor House Hotel (,efore passinq Hotel). Freei

A Classic sail from one of Scotland'RmO_! pUlar harbourr to its mont

famous Isle.

We found the slip eventually, tucked away behind what appear-r to be a

disused boat yard full of rubbish, old petrol cans etc. It is also the

corner of the harbour which seems to collect debris, scum and oil on the

water surface. At least we hadn't paid to use it!

The slip itself is in good condition. We prepared the boat on a plot of

land at the side watched by an old salt from hans battered car on the other

side of the slip. His dog, an incredibly scraggy long haired mutt pottered

about marking his territory on abandoned trailers and any hapless piece of

our equipment we carelessly left lyinq within his aim.

We then reversed the boat down the slip using the car and a length of warp,

to the interest of the old salt who helpfully shouted encouragement and the

occasional directions.

I reversed the car, wondering why Colin always gives the instruction to

descend with the command "SLOWLY" said with great emphasis. As if I'd do

anything elset I reversed. "Straight back"...."'left, you want to go left.M

I turned left. "NOI I said STRAIGHT" Colin yells. I stop and get out of

the car. `You said left' I argue. Colin denies it. "He did didn't he?" I

ask the old salt. "Oh yes, I heard him right enough" comes the

confirmation. We later realise it was the helpful old salt himself who had

offered the contrary instructionsl

Eventually, Moonshine launched and car parked, we head o f aaout 11.00am

on a beam reach and into a run passed the East side of Ferrara.



Our intention was to visit the seafood Restaurant on the banks of Loch

Feochan which we had neen advertised.

We neared the Loch entrance anid I spot a small black snout in the water.

Minutes later a small black animal climbed out onto the rocks and observed

us before padding off. It looked like a small black bedraggled cat. We

still haven't worked out what it was, a mink perhaps?

We turn into Loch Feochan. I was already beginning to taste my fresh crab

salad, mouth watering. Once inside the entrance the wind changed

constantly, bouncing of all the trees. We also had to crombat the outgoing

tide meeting the sea, twisting us off course. We fought our way forward an

the water became shallower approaching the bend in the Loch.

Eventually we had to acknowledge that we weren't going to make it against

the current. Leaving the crab salad to someone else, we turned and 
made our

way out of the Loch and adopted a close reach West to Mull, clouds casting

shadows on its rocky hills. Fortunately, we had taken some packed food

"just in case" and we tucked in to this as we passed Bogha Nuadh, the

buoy warning of submerged rocks.

Colin tried his mackerel line, equipped withi new weight, but had no

success. There were hardly any other boats on water. The sea looked clean

and green with the sun casting beams into its depths. Looking south we

could make out the Oarvellachs, home of puffin colonies, 
but too far for

a day's cruise.

Approaching Loch Spelve. Isle of Mull.

Approaching Loch Spelve. Isle of Mull.



We approached Muill as clonds began to gather. Col in dropped Barnaby and I

off for a walk and sailed around in the Loch f-or half an hour or 5ro The

water in the loch was incredibly clear withi anl amazing display of kelp.

Some tall columns reaching from sandy bottom to the surface, some wirpy

fronds and some great ribbons stretching along the bottom.

The surrounding rocks were fuNl of pools with darting shrimps and red

anemolnes. I met a local mani collecting winikles by the sackful. Coltn

ptcked us up, paddlinig through t-he kelp) bedsn, and we began the bepat ba k.



The clouds were thicker and the wind, now northerly had a definite chill.

We beat up the West side of Kerrera. Despite the fairly light winds} there

was a fair swell on the sea with largp rolling waves. 1 began to feel

sick. Barnaby began to shiver and Colin also complained of the cold.

.Nm1r
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Looking back to Mull

We watched a yacht ahead of ug, appareritly on the same course. Each time ,r

approached Kerrera we anticipated it disappearing into Oban, only to see

it tack again and head out. It was a long beat. We consoled ourselves by

suggesting that maybe the yacht wasn't heading for Oban after all but was

simply continuing up the coant. Then it rounded Kerrera out of sight a

good mile or so ahead of un. At least the end was Ln 5ight I

At last the red and white pole markins the entrance came into view and

eventually we turned onto a beam reach into the harbour, and on to a run to

the slip. We turned up into wind a 100 yards out to drop the main and

landed on Genoa only, tired, cold but reasonably contented.

Less than an hour later we were tucking into heefburgers and chips in a rafe

on the water front - one of the advantagea of being in a more touriSty

resort - before driving back to Portsonachan with mixed feelings. This

was to be the last cruise of our holiday.

We felt we'd done quite well for our first time. Next year maybe we would

venture further out and try aleeping on the boat or seeking bed and

breakfast in some of the more rerote harbours. Yes, we agreed, we'd

certainly made a good start to our cruising experience and had some tales ot

our own to tell at the next Winter Weekend.



Friday 27th Sunset over the loh

Inevitably, the last day of our holiday came. We spent it: quietly, walkinq

on Loch Awe side, finishing the last of the food left in the fridqe, packinq

and contemplating the journey home the next morning.

After evening dinner we wandered out of the Hotel and climbed the fex i

behind it for half an hour or so.

It was one of those still eveningri, the quiet disturbed only by the rhugg

of two small boats way down on the Loch. We stood leaning back on a rock,

drinking in the evening, committing it to memory. The two fishing boats

made their way to opposite banks, their wake rippling the surface of the

still water. We heard the shouted conversation between one boat and someonne

on the opposite bank then only the occasional sheep as the sun set over the

mountains turning both sky and loch salmon pink.

We made our way slowly down the hillside and back to Portsonachan. I

wondered how many others had stood as we had, watching a sunset over the

mountains reflected in the loch. There was a sense of timelessness which

somehow put the rest of our busy modern lives in perspective. The Hotel had

stood, silent witness to events on the banks, for centuries and that seemed

just as it should be.
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